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New Service Marketplace connects brands with experienced copywriters, graphic designers, and digital marketers to help create and scale successful
Native Advertising campaigns on the Outbrain platform   

NEW YORK, DECEMBER 16, 2021 -- Outbrain (Nasdaq: OB), a leading recommendation platform for the open web, announces its collaboration with
Fiverr, the company that is changing how the world works together, to create a new Native Advertising Service Marketplace.

The new marketplace, hosted on the Fiverr platform, connects Outbrain advertisers with  experienced digital marketing freelancers ready to help
brands with everything from their creative design, copywriting, landing page optimization to campaign measurement services.

 

“The new marketplace is a great way for brand marketers to quickly find skilled professionals ready to create and scale winning Native Advertising
campaigns on the Outbrain platform.” Said Ayal Steiner, VP Advertising at Outbrain. “Native Advertising is different to Social or Search marketing and
may require adapting landing page design, content and messaging. The new Service Marketplace simplifies the process for brands wanting to engage
professional service providers to ensure their Outbrain campaigns scale and deliver the results they need.”

“This is a great opportunity to support the Outbrain community and take their native advertising campaigns to the next level,” said Dani Mansoor,
Director of Affiliates & Partnerships at Fiverr. “As brands want to build awareness and reach new audiences, there is often a need for highly specialist
support or to find someone who can bring an idea to life. There is a wealth of skilled talent available on Fiverr to fit any budget and to help boost
creative thinking, adapt and scale a brand’s presence and maximize its creativity and performance across premium publishers on the open web.” 

About Outbrain
Outbrain (Nasdaq: OB) is a leading recommendation platform for the open web. Our technology enables 10 billion daily recommendations to
consumers across more than 7,000 online properties and connects advertisers to these audiences to grow their business. Founded in 2006, Outbrain
is headquartered in New York with offices in 18 cities worldwide.

https://www.fiverr.com/stores/outbrain

